Pickleball Boot Camp
4.0 players only
This is for players that want to be more competitive in
both social play or tournament competition
Brett Noel is officially ranked as a 4.5 tournament player with multiple gold medal tournament awards. Brett has a
reputation for training players to attain a higher level of Pickleball by focusing on specific strategies, techniques, and
shot selection. The Bootcamp is guaranteed to make you a better player.
Location, Date and time will be determined
If you would like to be added to the interest list – please email or contact me

What you will learn
Serving: Learn how to serve with maximum impact. You will be shown 5 different
ways to serve that will keep your opponent’s off balance. Effective serving is about
body positioning, weight distribution and timing. You will learn each of these styles
to serve with more precision and direction. If Pickleball is like chess, the serve
is your first move. You will learn how to make this first move count.

Maximum of 25
players will be
allowed during
each boot camp.
Register early

Return of serve: Possibly one of the most wasted shots in Pickleball. This is your second move in the chess
game of Pickleball. Don’t waste it. Too many players are standing in the wrong place, returning incorrectly and
aiming in the wrong direction. Learn where to stand that focuses on your strength. Where and how to attack
your opponent’s weakness as well as the most effective strategy to get you to the non-volley zone before your
opponent can return the ball.

Power Strategies: Too many players use power to their disadvantage. You already won the point. Why lose
it with too much power. There is a time to hit hard and a time to hit soft. You will learn these simple
techniques that will keep the ball in place and allow you to set yourself up for winner shots.

Lobs: Learn why you should only lob one way and how. Offensive lobs are what win games. Most defensive
lobs just postpone the inevitable. You will learn how to avoid this trap. Learn when you should lob, how you
should lob and where you should lob.

When to dink, how to dink, where to dink. The team that controls the net controls the game. Learn how to
control the net with effective dinking strategies. Where to hit the ball and why. You will learn specific placement
techniques and power strategies. How to separate your opponents at the net and set yourself up for either an overhead
smash or a drive between the two players

Volley: How to attack, where to attack and how to defend. How to survive at the non- volley zone when the
ball is streaming at you. You will learn volley techniques to keep your opponent’s back at the baseline. You will
learn where to attack with a volley and different techniques to use when hitting a volley shot.

Bangers: How to defend against bangers and beat them, using angles to your advantage setting up the point
for a winner. Learn how to create an effective drop shot against the hardest bangers. Learn a technique that
allows the ball to go out of court allowing you to win the point. You will never be afraid of bangers after
learning these effective strategies.

The Jam: One of the most missed opportunities in the game of pickleball. This technique will either force
your opponent to pop the ball high where you can smash it away for a point, force your opponent to hit the
ball into the net or out of bounds, or force them to move away allowing the ball to bounce in the court and
lose the point.

No-Man’s land: You must learn to survive in no man’s land. You will learn the most effective ways to hit in
no man’s land including resetting the point.

Half Court Singles: Learn a proven method of playing on ½ the court that will dramatically improve your
pickleball doubles game. The skills you learn will be put to the test with half court singles. It is here where you
will learn to tone your skills. Effective serving, return of serve, dinking, jamming, lobbing, and dinking are
some of the skills that you will be tested on.

Tournament play: We will conclude the training with real doubles tournament play. Each team playing
against one another in a round robin format.
Recently winner of two gold medals and a bronze medal at the Santa Barbara sanctioned tournament. Brett has been
the past pickleball instructor for Paso Robles Pickleball and currently is lead Pickleball coach for Arroyo Grande
pickleball.

For Those players that are wanting to be more competitive and
want to learn the skills and techniques to become stronger 4.0
player and move towards a 4.5 level. This class is a must.
This event will be filled. I am getting a list of those players that want to improve their game and become better pickleball
players. The fee for this training event is only $99.00. If you want to attend, I will add you to the list. Classes will fill up
quickly.
Email me at BrettNoel2@gmail.com or call me at 805-975-5781

